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Website Transformation

New this year
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New layout to improve “curb appeal”
Drop-down menu added for easy navigation
PayPal account added for online registration and payment
Increased attendance at symposia consistent with introduction of PayPal
Result: website had 1.95 million hits in 2009
“Cluster map” monitoring added – showed that website is viewed in 35
countries
Embedded Careers link lets employers post free job listings on the
website
Newsletter changed to online distribution as a pdf file in January 2009
Monthly email sent to members containing a link to the
online issue. Substantial $$ for postage saved

2009 Baekeland Award Symposium and Presentation
Professor Colin Nuckolls, Columbia University
Friday, November 13, 2009, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey
“At the Intersection of Organic Chemistry, Material Science, and Nanotechnology”

11:30 – 12:00 Registration
12:00 – 1:00 Hugh Karraker, Great Grandson of Leo Baekeland
On Baekeland and the 100th Anniversary of Modern Plastics
1:00 – 1:50 Professor Klaus Mullen, Mainz, Germany
Self Assembly and Molecular Electronics
2:00 – 2:50 Prof Julius Rebek, Scripps Inst., CA
The inner Space of Molecules
3:00 – 3:35 Poster Presentations
3:45 – 4:35 Prof Ronald Breslow,, Columbia Univ., NY
The Origins of Homochirality on Earth
4:45 – 5:00 Presentation of the Baekeland Medal
5:10 – 6:00 Professor Colin Nuckolls, Columbia Univ., NY
Reaction Chemistry Meets Lithography
6:00 – 7:00 Reception / Social / Poster Presentation

By any measure the 2009 Baekeland event was a great success
The title reflects the awardee’s research and that of several speakers.
The title also reflects some of the directions in which chemical research is
morphing .

• Attendance was twice that of the 2007 Baekeland Symposium.
• Highlights include the Keynote presentation “Reaction Chemistry Meets
Lithography” and a presentation by the great grandson of Leo Baekeland,
Hugh Karraker.

• Karraker covered five generations of the
Baekeland family, the discovery of Bakelite,
and the origins of the plastic industry.
• Particularly pleasing was the poster session,
which was oversubscribed. In the end, we
had to limit poster registration to 37, owing
to lack of space.

2009 Cecil Brown Lecture
Robert Langer
Institute Professor,
MIT, Cecil Brown
Lecturer 2009

Past Recipients
2009 Robert Langer
2006 Robin Hochstrasser
1998 Ronald Breslow
1996 Peter B Dervan
1994 Dudley Hirschbach
1992 Kyriacos Nicolaou

1990 Joseph Laskowski
1988 Paul Bartlett
1986 Sir John Vane
1984 Alexander Rich
1982 Herbert C. Brown
1980 Melvin Calvin
1979 Leo Sternbach
1978 Robert Lawrence
& Kurt Frisch

1976 Max Tischler -- Fall
1976 James Roth -- Spring
1975 Anthony M Trozzolo
1974 Burt Christensen
1973 Linus Pauling
1972 Robert Reid
1970 Vladimir Prelog
1969 Paul Flory

“Materials for Drug Delivery and Tissue Engineering”
Prof. Langer is a member of the National Academy of Science, the National Academy of Engineering,
and the Institute for Medicine. Inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame; with over 600
issued and pending patents, he is one of the most prolific inventors in the history of medicine.
(Program joint with Rutgers GSA)

Outstanding lecture, overflowing
auditorium, 300 attendees estimated.
The Audience is shown in the figure to
the left.

Project SEED
• Budget: > $400,000 from private sources, school systems and colleges.
• Used to recruit mentors; recruit, place, coach students; support a poster session;
take students to a national ACS meeting; advise students with regard to college;
maintain contact with former students.

• In 2009, 92 high school students presented posters describing their research at our
annual poster session. The best ones won prizes.
• 40 students presented posters at the ACS meeting in Washington.
• Two SEED students joined a North Jersey group to meet with Senator Menendez’s
(D-NJ) staff to discuss the critical need to support funding in STEM disciplines,
including chemistry & project SEED.
• At workshops, students discussed how to
use their research experiences to help
choose the right college.
• Many of our former SEED students have
successful careers as teachers or
professionals in chemistry, medicine and
related areas.
SEED Students at NJIT working
on thin D films for drug delivery

Younger Chemists Committee – A Transformation
2007 – 6 members, no activities.
2009 – 112 members, with dedicated proactive officers.
•

Current leaders determined to build a strong committee by increasing membership dramatically and by
sponsoring exciting events.

•

Activities include Picnics, Career seminars (joint with Metro Women)., a career symposium, Happy hours
for networking. participation in NCW events, increased participation in Section and EC meetings, etc.

•

But this is how the transformation really occurred: with effort, planning, vision, and more effort.

•

“To add members, we sent emails about the revitalization of the NJACS YCC group to more than 500
NJACS members. We followed this by having topical groups pass out flyers at their meetings. Finally, we
personally invited members to join the NJACS YCC Google group, where we post announcements for
upcoming events, professional education courses, workshops, symposia, and ACS career-related events.

•

This approach led to continuous growth from 6 to 112 members.

YCC/RU Career Symposium

Networking at a Family-style Picnic

Demand for career assistance increased dramatically in
2009 as local companies merged and right sized
•

The North jersey Section responded actively to this situation by
1. Creating a new website for job postings (204 were posted)
2. Recruiting a new CEPA approved Career Consultant

3. Presenting Job Boards at 17 meetings given by the section’s Topical Groups; and
4. Partnering with the Rutgers Chemical Society and the Section’s YCC group to co-sponsor a
Rutgers Science Careers Symposium, which attracted 121 attendees.
•

In total, approximately 1000 job seekers were helped with job searching, resume
preparation, and building interviewing skills.

•

Pre-meetings with candidates were held so that they could rehearse their elevator pitch,
learn how to present themselves to key people, and learn ways to network effectively.
Job Board at Drug Metabolism Group Meeting

Job Board at Life Science Meeting

Topical Groups – Excellence in Technical Programming
Polymer TG
2 meetings/events in 2009
Door prize at each symposium awarded selected form all attendees who submitted an evaluation sheet.

Representative Event – 83 Registrants

“Polymers for Sensory and Energy Related Applications”
Six speakers, 15 posters

Uwe Bunz – “Conjugated Polymer-Gold Nanoparticle Assemblies in Sensory Applications”
Kelly Chichak – “Polymeric Material Strategies in OLEDs”
Huixin He – “Conducting Polymer/Single Walled Carbon Nanotube Composites for Biosensor
Applications”

Douglas Kiserow – “Basic Research in Polymer Science for Chemical and Biological Defense”
Kalle Levon – “Selective Potentiometric Detection of Macromolecules”
Andy Tsou – “Separator Design for Lithium Ion Batteries”

Polymer TG – Symposium Speakers
Back – Andy Tsou (Exxon Mobil), Douglas Kiserow (Army
Research Office), Uwe Bunz (Georgia Tech), Kelly Chichak (GE
Global Research) and Frieder Jaekle Symposium Chairman),
front – Huixin He (Rutgers University – Newark)

The Audience

Chromatography TG
• Six meetings/symposia were held in 2009, two in collaboration with other
scientific groups, CPSA and EAS.
• Student Poster Award Competitions were held and prizes were awarded.

• Total attendance exceeded 350 people.
• A day-long 3rd Annual May Symposium featured 5 speakers wrapped around
the topic of “Faster, Greener and Novel Separations.”
• The symposium incorporated vendor exhibits and raffles for donated prizes,
such as company apparel and I-Pods.
• The symposium was excellent, well attended and self-financed.
• A second, co-sponsored and well attended symposium, “Current Applications
& Advances in GC”, was held at the Eastern Analytical Symposium.
• Excellent technical talks were given by several experts in Gas
Chromatography.
• Overall, it was an excellent year for the chromatography topical group.

Government Affairs
•

Visit to Congressman Leonard Lance in Washington, D. C. honoring Olympiad Gold
Medalist Yixiao Wang.

•

Visit to the office of Senator Menendez (D-NJ) in Washington. Our group included two
Project SEED students, their mentor, Two Princeton y students, the Section Chair, and
several Executive Committee members. Support for science education, research
funding, and Project SEED, were the main agenda items.

•

In July, the Section Chair attended “Central New jersey Math & Science Education
stakeholders Day” in Washington. Three congressmen -- Holt(NJ), Ehlers(MI) and
McNerny (Ca) -- gave Presentations supporting STEM initiatives.

Congressman Lance reading congressional
Record citation to Yixiao Wang

Science dupervisor Stoneback, Yixiao
Wang, Bettyann Howson, Congressman
Lance, Maureen Chan, Ray Baylouny

Awards & Recognition Dinner – FDU
Student Affiliates (3), Chemistry Olympiad (11), Merrill (H.S,
Teacher), Russell - Teacher Affiliates (University Prof.), Pro
bono (5), Freddie & Ada Brown (Minority, 4 middle- and
high-school), Lifetime Achievement (1), 50 & 60 year
Members (33 & 26, respectively).

Dr. Waleed Danho (center), Lifetime Achievement
Awardee, with several of Dr. Waleed Danho
(center), Lifetime Achievement Awardee, with
several of his Roche co-workers

Dr. Are Kahyaoglu, Greenfield HS, receiving
Merrill Award for Excellence in Teaching
from NJACS Secretary Bettyann Howson

North Jersey Section Outreach
• Outreach included participation in NCW, Earth day, Green Day, 4H events, Rutgers Day & Street Fairs
• NCW -NJACS had several chemistry booths at Liberty Science Center, where over 2000 visitors and 200
volunteers participated in events ranging from chemistry experiments to awards for k-12 students
• NCW: Visiting high school teachers were given copies of The Merck Index, adding a nice touch to NCW.

• NCW: In the NCW Poster Contest, our first place winners in the K-2 and 3-5 grades categories were
also selected as first place designs for national ACS
• NCW: Elements were the central theme for our Teacher Affiliate ChemTAG consortium.
• NCW: Two NCW workshops were held in October
• NCW: Lastly, many High-School students performed special experiments during NCW. Some taught
lessons for younger students and others designed useful resources
• Earth Day: 227 children, grades 1-6, learned that “Science is Fun” in the annual Somerset County 4-H
Science-sational Day, while a booth in Irvington led to a new NJACS recruit
• Green Day Celebration at FDU: NJACS members passed out literature describing ACS and its many
benefits, and refuted myths that “natural is not chemistry and green is not chemistry”

• Rutgers Day: NJACS had booths on two campuses. On the Busch Campus, ACS partnered with
Chemistry Department volunteers to distribute ACS literature and to perform experiments, including
making ice cream using N2(l) virus models (icosahedra) using toothpicks and gumdrops, and goop
• The ice cream experiment was a smashing success, with children (and their parents) lined up for
free ice cream for more than 5 hours. Making hundreds of children happy was well worth the effort

NCW Posters - National winners
Grades K-2
Grades 3-5

Below: some of the 2000 visitors performing
chemistry experiments at Liberty Science Center.

OUTREACH
Earth day at Irvington, N. J.
April 18, 2009.
Our first such event in an urban area.
Chemistry experiments were
demonstrated for children.
We were invited to
come back next year.
Earth Day at Irvington

4H Fair

Making Slime at Rutgers Day

NJACS Goals for 2009 and Beyond
The North Jersey ACS Section is a community of volunteers dedicated to advancing and
perpetuating the chemical sciences through education, research and development, community
outreach, and legislative action. We believe that “Chemistry is at the Crossroads of Science” and
that our members are making a difference by “improving lives through the transforming power
of chemistry. I have been truly impressed by the ability, dedication, and accomplishments of my
colleagues in providing opportunities for disadvantaged students, by sharing with the general
public the uses and excitement of chemistry as in their volunteer work, and by advancing the
research and development component of our mission through numerous topical groups. But
these are challenging times, and challenging times breed problems in need of creative solutions.
Particularly in this climate, education and career development must prepare us for the future. I
suggest that we focus first on the two broad areas outlined below, K-8 science education and
redirecting productivity.
K-8 science (read chemistry for us) education is an area in which I have observed many excellent
individual efforts in professional organizations, industry, and government. But it is also one
where collaborative efforts could really make a difference. K-8 science education needs our
concerted help for the sake of our children, our economy, and our welfare. Our new
collaborative social networking tools let us share our efforts, choose the best ones, and train our
members to make a difference. We should identify programs in our area be they individual,
industrial or academic, that address K-8 education, assess them and establish an appropriate
NJACS program tojoin forces and develop future chemists every level.

NJACS Goals for 2009 and Beyond (cont’d)
Within the section, a major cost is the Indicator. By moving to an electronic version, we can cut
our cost by 75%, while at the same time providing color copy and increased coverage of the
exciting happenings in the section. Additionally, web-based technology will give our members a
chance to share ideas and to create interactive forums using social networking tools. Creation of
an Indicator Editorial board to help facilitate and guide the transformation to a web-based,
interactive deliverable would also seem to be in order.
Membership has declined as many jobs were moved out of our area, yet we have many peers
who would profit from the new benefits of membership in ACS. We should actively continue to
increase membership. The recent flyer created with ACS support which will shortly be
distributed to the several pharmaceutical firms in NJ, is a good start along this road. ACS Career
Services has significant new offerings that can help members in transit and members between
jobs. The new Leadership Institute, for example, brings unprecedented value. A new program
incorporating these benefits will be promoted aggressively in our schools and companies by ACS.
Membership has declined as many jobs were moved out of our area, yet we have many peers
who would profit from the new benefits of membership in ACS. We should actively continue to
increase membership. The recent flyer created with ACS support which will shortly be
distributed to the several pharmaceutical firms in NJ, is a good start along this road. ACS Career
Services has significant new offerings that can help members in transit and members between
jobs. The new Leadership Institute, for example, brings unprecedented value. A new program
incorporating these benefits will be promoted aggressively in our schools and companies by ACS.

NJACS Goals for 2009 and Beyond (cont’d)
Additionally, it may be time to consider creating new topical groups. Green chemistry,
Environmental chemistry and Materials chemistry come to mind, but there may be others as
well. During the coming year, we should assess need, feasibility and impact factors for such
additions.
We should also consider making a concerted effort to develop closer ties with local colleges and
universities. MARM 2005, the enormously successful Cecil Brown Lecture by Robert Langer,
sponsored by NJACS and the Chemistry Graduate Student Association of Rutgers, New
Brunswick, and the upcoming participation of NJACS in Rutgers’ day 2009, demonstrate the
potential of such collaborations.
Lastly, in an effort to increase attendance at Executive Committee meetings, particularly during
the winter months, when travel can be hazardous, the section should implement a
teleconference option for its members.

NJACS Goals for 2009 and Beyond (cont’d)
The goals embedded in the text above range from somewhat mundane (teleconferencing) to
truly Herculean (improving K-8 education in chemistry). Nonetheless, they are worthy goals that
a section of our size and capability can and should pursue. Our long- and short-term goals, taken
out of context and not necessarily in priority order, are enumerated in list below.

Goals for 2009
1. Improve K-8 education in chemistry.
2. Redirect productivity, focusing on careers in transition

3. Increase membership
4. Continue the transformation of the Indicator to an on-line entity.
5. Form an Indicator Editorial board
6. Plan and execute a Section Meeting
7. Develop closer ties with local colleges and universities.
8. Continue to form stronger links between the Executive Committee and the topical groups.
Consider forming additional topical groups.
9. Develop a teleconferencing option for Executive Committee meetings (and perhaps other
gatherings as well.)
Joseph Potenza
2009 Chair, ACS-North Jersey Section

